
Full Stack Developer / Co-Founder (m/f/d)

We are a remote-first, growing AI start-up based in Cologne. Using our award-winning, 
proprietary AI technology, we make everyone’s work easier – for instance with automated 
meeting summaries and smart recommendations!

What’s our motivation?
Fair working conditions, diversity and social commitment are important to us! We donate to 
charitable organizations and let you participate via Employee Stock Ownership Plans. 

Sounds interesting? Then read on! 

Your tasks

 Improve our products – make our Apps and APIs even better and easier to use

 Work with the development team to implement frontend solutions

 Do mutual code reviews

 Optional: Work on microservices (REST-APIs) of our backend

 Optional: Help keeping our servers running (basic Linux and Docker admin)

Your profile

□ 3+ years of experience as a software developer or strong coding skills 

□ Proficient in Node.js / TypeScript or Python development 

□ Docker / microservice architecure 

□ REST APIs / (GraphQL is a plus) 

□ Server admin experience is a plus

□ Demonstrated attention to detail 

□ Fluency in English
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What we offer!

✔ Fair working conditions and flexible working hours

✔ 100% remote work possible

✔ Modern office in the heart of Cologne incl. all amenities: free drinks, dining room, AC, terrasse,

bean bags, a hammock, table tennis, … we got it all! 🚩 Richmodstraße 31, Cologne

✔ Opportunity for Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs)

✔ Exciting and challenging projects with state-of-the-art technologies

✔ Flat hierarchies and short decision-making processes

✔ Annual donation to charitable organizations

We have multiple paying customers and a ready-to-go AI app (scalable & maintainable). You will 
find a startup with the vision to revolutionize how professionals work and collaborate. We focus 
our startup on being a “remote first” company, offering the freedom of working from where you 
want to work.

The best part is that we have shares to offer which we would love to talk about when we meet 
with you. If you’re looking for an inspiring startup environment where you have an immense 
amount of influence, this role is for you!

Interested? 

Send us a link, a video, a painting or a CV and let us know why you want to join us!

hr@aiconver.com
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